Do you suffer from a medical condition that sometimes makes it difficult to sleep comfortably in your own bed?

Care & Comfort’s Abberley “bespoke adjustable bed” is ideal for men and woman age 50+ who have difficulty sleeping because of medical conditions that cause physical pain. “There’s simply no other adjustable bed like it,” says a company spokesperson.

1. Abberley has a customisable 5-part “poddled” frame that makes it easy to position the bed to fit the contour of your body for more restful sleep.

2. The push-button electric adjustable bed raises your legs, head, and neck to the ideal position for maximum comfort.

3. Care & Comfort can adjust the bed height, making it much easier to get into and out of the bed – even from a wheelchair.

4. Your Abberley mattress consists of 3 layers of foam for maximum support and comfort. The foam is open-celled, so air naturally passes through it, making the mattress cooler.

5. If you feel the mattress is too firm or too soft, we can send out a replacement layer. Layers can be easily swapped out to make your bed softer and plusher, or springier, bouncier, and firmer.

6. We also offer a “dual” adjustable bed, so you and your partner can each adjust your side to the desired position.

7. The Abberley bed’s motor is nearly silent. Back-up 9-volt batteries ensure you can still raise and lower your head and feet even when the power goes out.

8. An easy-to-use wireless controller with memory can store your 3 favourite bed positions so you can properly contour your bed at the touch of a button—in seconds.

9. Care & Comfort is a family-owned business. Your Abberley bed and mattress are made right here in the U.K. in our factory – no cheap imports from China – and with no vacuum-packing to stress the foam.

10. In addition to superior comfort, Abberley is a very handsome bed that can be customised with a design, size, colour, fabric, and accessories to fit your décor – with 300 different colours to choose from.

11. Roomy, solid-wood drawers, supported from underneath by heavy-duty castors hold a lot of weight and give you plenty of extra storage space.

12. Your Abberley adjustable bed is thoroughly tested in our factory to ensure it is in good working order before we deliver the bed to your home. The bed comes disassembled for easy transport and is then put together in your bedroom by our service engineer.

13. After delivery and assembly of your new Abberley adjustable bed, we remove and dispose of all boxes and packing materials. We can also disassemble, remove, and take away your old bed, if you wish.

14. The craftsmanship and quality of our beds should demand a high price – but our company’s small size and lower overhead allows us to make our premium beds eminently affordable.

15. If the bed is ever in need of service, we send you manufacturer’s genuine replacement parts, which our service engineer can install for you.

16. You can try out an Abberley adjustable bed before you order one at our showroom located just 5 minutes from Southend airport.

What to do next: Call Care & Comfort now - freephone 0800 080 3063 to order your bed, visit our showroom, or request our FREE Bespoke Adjustable Bed Information Kit.

Or visit us online at www.careandcomfort.co.uk today.